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ABSTRACT What motivates animal cells to intercalate is a longstanding question that is fundamental to morphogenesis. A
basic mode of cell rearrangement involves dynamic multicellular structures called tetrads and rosettes. The contribution of
cell-intrinsic and tissue-scale forces to the formation and resolution of these structures remains unclear, especially in verte-
brates. Here, we show that Fgfr2 regulates both the formation and resolution of tetrads and rosettes in the mouse embryo,
possibly in part by spatially restricting atypical protein kinase C, a negative regulator of non-muscle myosin IIB. We employ
micropipette aspiration to show that anisotropic tension is sufficient to rescue the resolution, but not the formation, of tetrads
and rosettes in Fgfr2 mutant limb-bud ectoderm. The findings underscore the importance of cell contractility and tissue stress
to multicellular vertex formation and resolution, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Epithelial sheets remodel during development due to cell di-
visions, cell-shape changes, and cell rearrangements (1–4).
An important remodeling mechanism in animals is cell
intercalation, in which a limited variety of rearrangements
account for a substantial amount of tissue remodeling.
Cell divisions and cell-neighbor exchange events are some-
times not concurrent among invertebrates (5), though cell
divisions commonly precipitate cell rearrangements in
vertebrates (4,6,7). Two of the most common types of
rearrangement involve multicellular structures among four
(tetrads, – T1 exchange) (1) or more (rosettes) (2) cells.
Formation of these structures requires actomyosin contrac-
tion of selective cell interfaces to form a transient central
vertex in both Drosophila (1,2,8) and mouse (9,10), and
it is driven upstream by molecular cues that impart spatial
information, such as the anteroposterior embryo axis in
Drosophila (11,12). Subsequent resolution of a multicellular
vertex may alter the local landscape, and directionally
biased resolution of multiples of these processes can morph
tissue on a larger scale.
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Various morphogenetic cell behaviors are oriented by a
combination of cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic forces
(7,13–21). There is evidence in mouse and Drosophila
that tissue tension is planar polarized (18,22) and orients
the resolution axis of multicellular vertices (7,13,15). In
Drosophila, laser ablation experiments have distinguished
between 1) local stresses attributable to cell-intrinsic myosin
II contractions, which shrink junctions to form tetrads and
rosettes and also promote new junction formation during res-
olution of those structures, and 2) cell-extrinsic tissue-scale
stress, which orients the axes of new junctions (2,13,23). In
mouse limb-bud ectoderm, local and tissue scale forces
become parallel as the early mouse limb bud emerges from
the flank such that multicellular vertices form and resolve
along the same axis. A combination of mesodermal growth
and ectodermal convergence at the dorsoventral midline of
the emerging limb bud generates tension in the plane of the
ectoderm. That tension is initially dorsoventrally biased at
limb initiation and becomes proximodistally oriented as the
bud emerges (7). Tissue tension is required to orientmulticel-
lular vertex resolution along the axis of growth, but it remains
unclear whether tension is sufficient to promote or to orient
the resolution axes of multicellular vertices.

The resolution of multicellular vertices and the for-
mation of new cell interfaces along the axis of growth
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requires Pten (24), medial myosin (13), Toll receptors
(11), and regulated myosin II phosphorylation (15,25) in
Drosophila. In mouse mutants, molecular control of multi-
cellular vertex resolution has been obscured by pleiotropic
effects. Fgfr2 is an important regulator of ectodermal re-
modeling in the mouse embryo and is essential for growth
of the early limb bud (7,26,27). However, it is unclear
whether the primary problem in Fgfr2 mutants is lack of
anisotropic tissue tension or inability to remodel cell-
cell junctions. Here, we employ loss- and gain-of-function
approaches to show that Fgfr2 promotes cell interface
oscillation, which is required for the formation and resolu-
tion of tetrads and rosettes. Tissue tension is sufficient to
resolve, but not to form, multicellular vertices in mouse
ectoderm.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mouse lines

Analysis was performed using the mouse strains CAG::myr-Venus

(28), mTmG (Jackson Laboratory, Gt(ROSA)26Sortm4(ACTB_tdTomato,_

EGFP)Luo/J), R26R:Venus-Actin (29), floxed Fgfr2 (30), and ectoderm-

specific Crect (31). To generate mutant embryos, flox/flox females carrying

the appropriate fluorescent reporter were bred to flox/þ;Cre males. Both

mTmG and Crect were employed in a heterozygous fashion. For all experi-

ments, wild-type (WT) embryos were designated as WT, and Fgfr2f/þ;
Crect;mTmG embryos were designated as Fgfr2mutants. All animal experi-

mentswere performed in accordancewith protocols approved by theHospital

for Sick Children Animal Care Committee.
Live imaging

Embryos were submerged just below the surface in 50% rat serum in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) in a

35 mm dish with a central coverglass that was surrounded by 4% agarose

at 37�C in 5% CO2 (7,32). Embryos were immobilized using pulled glass

needles to pin the head and tail to the agarose and position the initiating

limb bud directly against the coverglass. A Quorum Information Technolo-

gies (Calgary, Alberta, Canada) spinning-disk confocal microscope at 10�
or 20�magnification was used to acquire time-lapse images at 5 min inter-

vals for periods of up to 3 h. GFP fluorophores were excited using a 488 nm

argon laser. Confocal images were acquired as z-stacks of xy images in 2- to

5-mm steps. Raw data were processed using Volocity 6.3, then imported into

Image J for further analysis.
Quantification of cell behaviors

Cell outlines in confocal images were automatically identified using a plu-

gin in Image J (Automated Multicellular Tissue Analysis) developed by the

Advanced Digital Microscopy Core Facility at the Institute for Research in

Biomedicine (Barcelona, Spain). After ectodermal cells were segmented in

the confocal image sequences for each time point, several cell behaviors

were quantified, including the cell elongation axis, cell-division orientation,

cell-rearrangement polarity, and cortical actin oscillation. Angles measured

from 0� to 179� with respect to the line of reference (which was plotted

as 0�) were grouped into bins of 30� and represented in polar plots symmet-

rically about the horizontal axis. Angles ranging from 0� to 179� were also
shown as positive acute angles (0�–90�) to represent the extent of alignment

with the line of reference. Acute angles were grouped into five bins of 18�

and were represented in histograms. The line of reference was the dorsoven-
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tral (DV) limb-bud axis unless otherwise specified. The following describes

specifically how each type of cell behavior was measured.

The outline of each cell was fitted into an ellipse, and the longitudinal and

transverse axes were calculated automatically in Image J. The angles

between each longitudinal axis of the fitted cell ellipses and the line of

reference were calculated and referred to as the cell elongation angle.

Metaphase-to-telophase transition orientation was defined by a line con-

necting the centroid of the two daughter cells. The angles between the meta-

phase-to-telophase transition orientation and the line of reference were

measured and referred to as the cell division angle. Multicellular tetrads

and rosettes were identified manually in confocal time-lapse sequences.

When the central apex of the multicellular structure resolved and vanished,

the rearrangement polarity was measured as the angle between the longitu-

dinal axis of the ellipse outlined by each tetrad or rosette and the line of

reference.

Oscillation of cortical actin contraction was quantified by manually

measuring the length of cell interfaces labeled by Venus-actin in each

frame. Interface lengths were normalized against their initial lengths in

the first frame of image sequences. Normalized rates of change of interfa-

cial lengths were plotted over time. The amplitude of the oscillations was

measured using the standard deviation of the interfacial length for each

interface over time. Oscillation of cell interfaces along DV and anteropos-

terior (AP) axes was analyzed separately to test the possibility of oscillation

anisotropy.
Immunofluorescence

Embryonic-day (E) 9.5–10.5 mouse embryos were fixed overnight in 4%

paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by three

washes in PBS. Embryos were permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 in

PBS for 20 min and blocked in 5% normal donkey serum (in 0.05% Triton

X-100 in PBS) for 1 h. Embryos were incubated in primary antibody for 5 h

at room temperature, followed by incubation overnight at 4�C. Embryos

were washed in 0.05% Triton X-100 in PBS (three washes of 15 min

each) and then incubated in secondary antibody for 1 h at room temperature

in the dark. Images were acquired using a Quorum Information Technolo-

gies spinning-disk confocal microscope, and image analysis was performed

using Volocity software and Image J.

The antibodies used were atypical protein kinase C (aPKC) (sc-216,

Santa Cruz, rabbit, 1:100), Zo 1 (Invitrogen 40–2200, rabbit, 1:200), non-

muscle myosin IIB (MYOIIB) (Covance PRB-445P, rabbit, 1:500), and

Frizzled 6 (AF1526, R&D Systems, goat, 1:250). All secondary antibodies

were purchased from Jackson Immunoresearch and used at 1:1000 dilution.
Atomic force microscopy

The apparent Young’s moduli of early limb-bud ectodermal cells were

examined using a commercial atomic force microscope (AFM) (BioScope

Catalyst, Bruker, Billerica, MA) under an inverted microscope (Eclipse-Ti,

Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Young’s modulus was incorporated into a finite-

element model (FEM) as a material property and was also interpreted as

a proxy for the ectodermal cell cortical tension. The detailed experimental

approach and data analysis methods follow protocols regarding the use of a

colloidal probe, described elsewhere (33). Briefly, colloidal-force probes

were custom made by attaching a borosilicate glass microsphere (10 mm

diameter; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to an AFM cantilever (MLCT-D,

Bruker/Veeco) using epoxy glue. Force-distance curves were acquired at

distal, middle, and proximal regions of limb-bud ectoderm using a consis-

tent 200 pN contact force at an indentation rate of 1 Hz. Because the contact

force was relatively small, minimum substratum influence of the underlying

mesoderm was assumed, and therefore, no explicit sample thickness correc-

tion was performed. At each location of the limb bud, five force curves were

acquired with a minimum wait time of 15 s between successive measure-

ments to minimize any history effect (34).
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To calculate Young’s modulus from force-distance curves, the Hertz

model with Sneddon’s modification was used (35). Young’s modulus was

calculated using the following equation for spherical probes:

F ¼
�
4

3

� ffiffiffi
R

p �
E

1� v2

�
h3=2;

where F is the loading force, R is the probe radius, E is the Young’s

modulus, v is Poisson’s ratio, and h is the indentation depth.

The spring constant of AFM cantilevers was calibrated for each experi-

ment using the thermal noise fluctuation method (36). Embryos were immo-

bilized against a 4% agarose gel pad by pulled glass needles in 50% rat

serum/50% Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium. AFM measurements

were performed within 30 min. of dissection.
Optical projection tomography and limb-bud
morphology analysis

E9.5 mouse embryos were harvested and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde

overnight at 4�C. The optical projection tomography (OPT) system was

custom built and is fully described elsewhere (37). Three-dimensional

(3D) data sets were reconstructed from auto-fluorescence projection images

acquired over a 10 min scan time at an isotropic voxel size of 3.85 mm. The

3D surface renderings of OPT data were generated by Amira software,

version 5.3.3 (VSGG, Burlington, MA).
Finite-element modeling

FEM was employed to investigate force/stress propagation and deforma-

tion of the limb-bud ectodermal sheet under different mechanical forces.

All simulations were implemented in ANSYS v14.0 (ANSYS, Canons-

burg, PA). 3D models of the ectodermal layer were created according

to optical projection tomography images of the limb bud at the 18-somite

stage. The length, width, and thickness of the ectodermal layer in the

FEM models was 1445 mm (AP axis), 212 mm (DV axis), and 10 mm

(proximodistal axis), respectively. The bulging region at the center of

the sheet was modeled to be 30 mm tall to resemble the shape of the

limb bud.

The mechanical behavior of the ectodermal sheet was modeled as a con-

tinuum with homogeneous viscoelastic material properties rather than as

individual cells. A generalized Kelvin model (38) was used to account

for the tissue viscoelastic behavior. An instantaneous elastic modulus of

0.085 kPa was assigned to limb-bud ectodermal tissue based on AFM

indentation data (7). Viscous relaxation of the ectodermal modulus was

calculated based on limb-bud compression relaxation data reported previ-

ously (38) and was implemented in ANSYS as two-pair Prony relaxation

with relative moduli of 0.1 and 0.4 and relaxation time constants of 8 and

45 s, respectively. A Poisson’s ratio of 0.4 was used, as is common for bio-

logical material (39).

Micropipette aspiration pressure was modeled as negative pressure ex-

erted on a precise area on the dorsal ectoderm where the micropipette con-

tacted the ectoderm. Boundary conditions were applied to the ectodermal

sheet model in which all six degrees of freedom were fixed. A frictionless

support underneath the ectodermal sheet was added to resemble the meso-

dermal support normal to the ectoderm while allowing tangential displace-

ment within the plane.

Ten-node tetrahedral elements were used to discretize all geometries in

our model. Since stress and deformation are linearly proportional to the

exact applied load, the qualitative characteristics of the stress pattern on

the limb bud, such as the direction and ratio of the principal stresses, would

be the same at different load magnitudes. Viscoelastic properties according

to compression data only represent passive tissue properties, without taking

into account the long-term viscous behavior presumably caused by dynamic

cell rearrangements or tissue fluidity (40).
Micropipette aspiration

The micropipette aspiration system consists of a confocal microscope with

a motorized XY translation stage, a micromanipulator (MX7600, Siskiyou,

Yreka, CA) for micropipette positioning, and a custom-built pressure sys-

tem with a differential pressure transducer (PX409-10WDWU5V, Omega

Engineering, Stanford, CT). In experiments, a 35�-bevelled micropipette

with an inner diameter of 35 mm was mounted on the micromanipulator

and connected to the vacuum pressure system (Fig. S1 C). The embryo

was placed down on its flank, immobilized on the petri dish, and imaged

with a confocal microscope (Fig. 2 A). The following subtasks were subse-

quently performed: 1) the system automatically detected the micropipette

and moved it to the vicinity of the limb bud (Fig. S2 A); 2) the system de-

tected tissue-micropipette contact before negative pressure was applied

(Fig. S2 B); and 3) the system compensated for the 3D drift trajectory of

the limb-bud tissue to maintain stable tissue-micropipette contact during

the 2 h experimental periods (Fig. S2 C). Micropipette position and aspira-

tion pressure were controlled cooperatively using visual feedback and pres-

sure sensor feedback (Fig. S2, D and E).
RESULTS

DV-oriented cell behaviors normally shape the ectoderm of
the early mouse limb bud (7). (The DV axis of lateral plate
ectoderm becomes gradually oriented along the predomi-
nant proximodistal axis of growth as the limb bud emerges.)
To examine cell behaviors in the absence of a conditional
Fgfr2 allele (30), we employed an ectoderm-specific Cre
recombinase, Crect (31), together with a transgenic cell
membrane reporter (mT/mG) (41). In the limb field of
18- to 22-somite-stage Fgfr2f/f;Crect;mT/mG mouse em-
bryos, ectodermal cells exhibited loss of DV-oriented elon-
gation and division planes, as observed during time-lapse
imaging of intact embryos (Fig. 1, A–G; Fig. S1 A). The
total number of multicellular vertices per unit area was
diminished in the Fgfr2 mutant ectoderm (Fig. 1 H;
Fig. S1 B), as was the frequency of multicellular vertex
resolution during 3 h imaging sessions (Fig. 1 I; Fig. S1,
C and D). Moreover, the usual DV resolution axis of tetrads
and rosettes was disoriented in the Fgfr2 mutant ectoderm.
Despite proper formation of a transient central vertex,
mutant ectodermal rosettes formed (7) and resolved along
the AP embryo axis (Fig. 1, J and K; Fig. S1, E; Movies
S1 and S2). Therefore, Fgfr2 is required to promote the for-
mation and DV resolution of multicellular vertices. Two
cellular processes potentially can explain these observa-
tions: Fgfr2 promotes contractility and/or junctional remod-
eling (13,15).

Since tissue tension is a key driver of new junction forma-
tion (7,13,15), we examined this parameter in Fgfr2 mu-
tants. Given that cells exhibit a positive Poisson ratio (39),
their apical surface area should increase when tensed along
one axis, as is apparent during AP germband extension due
to an AP pulling force (surface area decrease is expected
when cells are compressed) (18). In the limb-bud ectoderm,
we found that the apical surface areas of WT cells where
DV stress predominates (7) were larger than those of non-
limb lateral plate cells. In contrast, the apical surfaces of
Biophysical Journal 112, 2209–2218, May 23, 2017 2211
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FIGURE 1 DV-oriented ectodermal cell behaviors and tension are diminished in conditional Fgfr2 mutants. (A) Schematic depiction of the position of a

mouse forelimb bud that grows distally out of the plane of the page. The blue box indicates the region of interest for analysis. (B and C) Left: Confocal section

of pre-AER (20 som)WT (B) and conditional Fgfr2mutant (C) limb field ectoderm. Centre: Segmented cells with yellow bars showing cell long axes. Right:

Polar plots representing orientation of long axis angles of limb-bud ectodermal cells (n ¼ 3 WT embryos, 150 cells, and 3 Fgfr2mutant embryos, 160 cells).

(D and E) Confocal sections of WT (D) and conditional Fgfr2 mutant (E) limb field ectoderm. Red triangles indicate dividing cells and yellow bars indicate

cell division axes. Polar plots represent cell division angles. (F) Distributions of cell long axes with the DVand AP axes represented by 0� and 90�, respec-
tively (n¼ 5 embryos per condition; 569 cells were examined for the WT versus 699 cells for the Fgfr2mutant). Distribution was significantly different (p<

0.0001, chi-square test (red asterisk); for the WT versus mutant 0–18� bin, p¼ 0.0002, Student’s t-test (black asterisk); for the WT versus mutant 72–90� bin,
p < 0.0001, Student’s t-test (black asterisk)). (G) Distribution of cell division angles (n ¼ 5 embryos per condition; WT-40 divisions examined versus Fgfr2

mutant-24 divisions examined) was significantly different (p ¼ 0.00014, chi-square test). (H) The total number of tetrads and rosettes per a 250 mm2 area of

ectoderm (n ¼ 5 WT, n ¼ 4 Fgfr2 mutant 18- to 22-somite embryos, p ¼ 0.03 by Student’s t-test). (I) Frequency of tetrad and rosette resolution per multi-

cellular vertex in WTand Fgfr2mutants (n¼ 5 18- to 22-somite embryos per condition, p¼ 0.0491, Student’s t-test). (J) Polar plots represent the resolution

axes of tetrads and rosettes in WT and conditional Fgfr2 mutant embryos during 2–3 h time-lapse sessions. (K) Distribution of resolution angles among

resolving tetrads and rosettes in WT and conditional Fgfr2 mutant limb-bud ectoderm with respect to the DVaxis (n ¼ 5 18- to 22-somite embryos per con-

dition, with 82 tetrads and rosettes examined for the WT embryos versus 30 tetrads and rosettes for the Fgfr2mutant. Distribution was significantly different

(p < 0.0001, chi-square test; WT versus mutant for the 0–18� bin, p < 0.0001, Student’s t-test; WT versus mutant for the 54–72� bin, p ¼ 0.0006, Student’s

t-test). (L) Confocal section of the apical surface of the WT limb field, the Fgfr2 mutant limb field, the WT lateral plate, and the Fgfr2 mutant lateral plate

ectoderm. (M) Box plots demonstrate the distribution of ectodermal cell surface area in the WT limb field (300 cells examined), the Fgfr2 mutant limb field

(270 cells examined), the WT lateral plate (274 cells examined), and the Fgfr2 mutant lateral plate (154 cells examined). The average apical cell area in the

WT limb field was significantly larger than in the Fgfr2mutant limb field (p¼ 0.00423, Student’s t-test), the WT lateral plate (p¼ 0.00033, Student’s t-test),

and the Fgfr2mutant lateral plate (p< 0.005 by Student’s t-test). The average cell area was not significantly different between the WT lateral plate ectoderm

and the Fgfr2mutant limb field ectoderm (p ¼ 0.612 by Student’s t-test), between the WT lateral plate ectoderm and the Fgfr2mutant lateral plate ectoderm

(p ¼ 0.146 by Student’s t-test), and between the Fgfr2mutant limb field ectoderm and the Fgfr2mutant lateral plate ectoderm (p ¼ 0.34 by Student’s t-test).

(N) AFMmeasured the apparent Young’s moduli of the proximal, middle, and distal regions of the WTand conditional Fgfr2mutant limb buds (n ¼ 5 18- to

22-somite embryos per condition; distal WT versus mutant, p ¼ 0.0204, Student’s t-test). Scale bars represent 10 mm (B–E and K). Error bars indicate

the SEM.
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Ectopic Stress Rescues Tetrad Resolution
Fgfr2f/f;Crectmutant ectodermal cells in the limb field were
similar to those in the non-limb lateral plate and smaller
than those in the WT limb field (Fig. 1, L andM), suggesting
that stress was diminished in mutant limb-bud ectoderm. To
measure the distribution of stress in live embryonic tissue,
we conducted AFM measurements (7,42). Fgfr2f/f;Crect
mutants lacked a stress gradient that emanates from the pro-
spective apical ectodermal ridge at the distal end of the limb
bud (7) (Fig. 1 N). Therefore, loss of a stress differential cor-
relates with diminished frequency and disorientation of cell
rearrangements in Fgfr2 mutants.

To test whether anisotropic tissue stress is sufficient to
promote new junction formation, we artificially restored
an anisotropic stress field in mutants by micropipette aspira-
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a radial stress field with a magnitude that decreased away
from the micropipette aperture and was directionally biased
toward it (Fig. 2, D and E). We determined that with an
applied pressure of 0.1 nN/mm2, stress would dissipate
from 50 to 10 Pa over a distance of 100 mm from the micro-
pipette aperature (Fig. 2 F). Accordingly, each ectodermal
cell would therefore experience 5–10 nN of force, which
has been shown by others to be sufficient to elongate cells,
recruit myosin, and induce transcription (23,43,44).

We applied a constant aspiration pressure of 0.1 nN/mm2

to the limb field of intact 18-somite embryos for 2 h periods
and simultaneously performed live, confocal imaging.
Within several seconds of initiating aspiration, ectodermal
cells in both WT and Fgfr2f/f;Crect mutants became elon-
gated. Cell shapes were changed up to 10 cell diameters
away from the micropipette aperture and were oriented in
a radial fashion that corresponded to the new stress field
(Fig. 2, G and H). Therefore, as expected, tension instanta-
neously reoriented longitudinal cell axes.

To evaluate tetrad and rosette rearrangements, we first
compared WT embryos with or without aspiration using
the DV axis as a reference. The native DV orientation of
cell rearrangements was significantly diminished by micro-
suction (Fig. 3 A), suggesting that cells were responding to
the ectopic stress field by rotating obliquely toward it at a
range of angles, as shown in Fig. 2 G. Micropipette aspira-
tion did not increase the total number of tetrads and rosettes
(Fig. 3 B) despite cell stretching (Fig. 2, G and H). Also, the
time to resolution of tetrads and rosettes under native
(WT, unaspirated) conditions was similar to that under aspi-
ration conditions (in WT and Fgfr2 mutant backgrounds)
(Fig. S3 A). Together, these findings suggest that cell elon-
gation and new interface formation are distinct processes.
However, aspiration did increase the resolution frequency
of existing vertices in Fgfr2f/f;Crect mutants to WT levels
(Fig. 3 C). An ectopic stress field is therefore insufficient
to promote the formation of multicellular vertices but does
restore their resolution frequency.

To precisely quantify how the axes of cell divisions and
cell rearrangements respond to extrinsic stress, we em-
ployed a new reference axis connecting each target cell to
the micropipette aperture. Cell division (f1), T1 (f2), and
rosette resolution angles (f3) were measured with respect
to this reference axis (Fig. 3 D). The distributions of angle
f1 indicated that mutant ectodermal daughter cells were
no longer statistically different from those of WT cells
(Fig. 3 E), implying that they responded to ectopic stress.
However, this effect on mutant cell division was no longer
apparent when orientation was categorized as aligned versus
misaligned (Fig. S3 B), suggesting that reorientation of cell
division may require a higher stress threshold. The resolu-
tion axes of tetrads and rosettes became aligned with the
imposed axis of stress. Interestingly, this alignment held
true to a similar extent for Fgfr2f/f;Crect mutants and WT
embryos (Fig. 3, F–H; Fig. S3 C; Movies 3 and 4). These
2214 Biophysical Journal 112, 2209–2218, May 23, 2017
results indicate that ectopic tissue tension is sufficient to
reorient multicellular axis resolution in conditional Fgfr2
mutant embryos. They imply that junctional remodeling is
intact but force generation is compromised in the absence
of Fgfr2.

To test whether Fgfr2 regulates force generation, we
examined the oscillatory nature of cell interface length
changes that are due to actomyosin contractions and are
required for new junction formation (13,15). The rate of
change of cell interface lengths was measured in vivo during
live imaging experiments. As expected based on the aniso-
tropic stress pattern (7), WT limb-bud ectodermal cells ex-
hibited greater interface length rate of change and amplitude
along the DVaxis (parallel to AP interface) compared to the
AP axis (parallel to DV interface). In contrast, Fgfr2 mutant
cells exhibited isotropic rate of change and amplitude
(Fig. 4, A–C). Therefore, Fgfr2 is required to promote aniso-
tropic cell interface oscillation that is a consequence of cyto-
skeletal contraction (but is not necessarily linearly related to
the degree of contraction).

To examine how Fgfr2 regulates this process, we studied
the distribution of cytoskeletal and cell polarity proteins. We
previously showed that planar polarity of cortical actin was
diminished in Fgfr2 mutants, although MYOIIB was not
polarized (7), nor were select markers of cell polarity
FZD6 and ZO1 (Fig. S4). However, quantification revealed
that the MyoIIB immunostain intensity was diminished in
Fgfr2mutants (Fig. 4, D–F). Interestingly, we also observed
mislocalization of aPKC, which is best known as a compo-
nent of the Par complex that regulates apicobasal cell po-
larity. This protein also links apicobasal polarity to planar
cell behavior, in part by contributing to the formation and
localization of adherens junctions and to the attachment of
cortical actomyosin to the cell membrane (45–48). aPKC
was predominantly located at the apical domain of WT
ectodermal cells, as expected. In Fgfr2 mutant ectoderm,
however, the aPKC expression domain was expanded baso-
laterally (Fig. 4, G–J). These findings suggest that Fgfr2
promotes MYOIIB-dependent cell interface oscillation and
regulates some components of cell polarity.
DISCUSSION

The importance of active versus passive mechanisms of cell
intercalation has long been a focus of inquiry. An early
computational model of epithelial remodeling assumed
that junctional rearrangements accommodate the balance of
forces at cell contact sites. Interestingly, stress relaxation in
the absence of active junctional remodeling or active cell
interdigitation was sufficient to account for cell rearrange-
ments that are observed duringFundulus epiboly (17). Exper-
imentalists deconstructed the phenomenon of widespread
cell intercalation to basic units of rearrangement involving
tetrads and rosettes (1,2). These approaches prompted sepa-
rate consideration of the formation and resolution stages of
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(f2 and f3) in WT and Fgfr2 mutants after aspiration was not significantly different (n ¼ 5 18- to 22-somite embryos per condition; 49 tetrads and rosettes
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sent 10 mm. Error bars indicate SEM.

Ectopic Stress Rescues Tetrad Resolution
these multicellular structures, and recent evidence has un-
derscored the importance of cell-extrinsic tissue stress as a
spatial cue that orients resolution (7,13,15,18,22). The data
in this study support amodel inwhichFgfr2 promotes cortical
oscillation throughMYOIIB, rather than junctional remodel-
ing, to induce the formation of multicellular vertices. FGF
signaling is also required to promote MYOIIB-dependent
apical constriction that induces rosette-shaped proneuromast
formation in the lateral line of zebrafish (49–52), suggesting
that there is a degree of conservation in the morphogenetic
role of FGF.

Ectopic tissue tension was sufficient to reorient the reso-
lution, but not rescue the formation, of tetrads and rosettes in
Fgfr2 mutants. Our observation that tension can overcome
Biophysical Journal 112, 2209–2218, May 23, 2017 2215
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partially depleted MYOIIB in Fgfr2 mutants to resolve
multicellular vertices underscores the importance of cell-
extrinsic mechanical regulation of polarized cell behaviors.
The data imply that formation of tetrads and rosettes re-
quires cell-intrinsic MYOIIB, and we speculate that this is
2216 Biophysical Journal 112, 2209–2218, May 23, 2017
due to greater energy requirement relative to the resolution
stage.

Antecorrelation between aPKC and MYOIIB is consis-
tent with the role of aPKC as a kinase that negatively
regulates MYOIIB directly (53) and indirectly through
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Rho-associated kinase (54,55) and dampens pulsatile acto-
myosin contractions (46,56). The basolateral expansion of
aPKC seen here is reminiscent of spatial redistribution of
this protein during mitosis in Drosophila, which aids assem-
bly of a relatively isotropic metaphase cortex (57). Whether
and how basolateral expansion of aPKC actually diminishes
subapical MYOIIB in limb-bud ectoderm is not addressed
by this study although one possibility is that recruitment
of MYOIIB is affected in this context by global cellular
levels of aPKC indirectly through Rho-associated kinase.
Nonetheless the FGF pathway, a recognized regulator of
growth and cell fate, also regulates motor and polarity pro-
teins implying that morphogenesis and pattern formation are
closely coordinated.

Mechanisms that form and resolve multicellular vertices
may be intertwined. Both actin and myosin accumulate in
response to tension (23,58,59), and their coordinated con-
tractions likely change the local tensile landscape that
feeds back to orient resolution angles. Evidence for a co-
dependent relationship includes our observation that cell
oscillation is associated with vertex resolution and is remi-
niscent of the requirement for medial myosin contraction
during new junction formation in Drosophila (13,15).
Multicellular vertex formation and resolution often take
place at different angles, so it remains unclear how
tissue forces might help to coordinate the orientation of
these events. Quantitative evaluation of all morphogenetic
events that shape a given tissue (60,61) together (60,61)
with a detailed understanding of how cells sense force
cues and translate that information into spatially appro-
priate junctional rearrangements (62) are steps in the right
direction.
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